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This document contains information about 16th century sugar paste subtleties, project construction 
notes, period and modern sugar recipes/methodologies and a glossary of period pastry terms.  
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1 Inspiration 
The Water Horse is a mythological creature that is believed to haunt the rivers and lochs of Scotland, 
Ireland and Britain. It is described as a creature with the forelegs of a horse and the tail of a fish.  Other 
regions of Europe have creatures in their mythos that resemble the water horse.   
 
Orkney: Nuggle 
Shetland: Shoopiltee, Njogel, Tangi 
Isle of Man: Cabbyl-ushtey, Glashtin 
Wales: Ceffyl Dwr 
Sweden: Bäckahästen 
Norway: Nøkken 
Faroe Islands:Nykur 
Iceland: Nykur, Nennir 
Britain: Kelpie, Water Horse 
Scotland: Each uisge, Kelpie 
Ireland: Each uisge 
 
Given that mythology is used to describe an event or set of events, it is possible that the water horse 
creature was created as a warning to stay away from streams, rivers, seas and lochs.  Swimming was not 
a skill many people of the time period had, and death by drowning was very common.  The water horse 
legend may also have developed as a way to keep people coming to Church and not straying from God's 
path. 
 

Incident of the water-horse 
42 It was then that Ailill son of Dunlang gave in guerdon his resuscitation by Féchin 
Telach Fabra the Hill of Fore Féchin and complete freedom from his tribute to Féchin his 
mill and Féchin's tribute for ever upon Leinster from sea to another Féchin left leavings 
with the king of to wit a dead man's hue upou him every day continually in sign of the 
miracle Then he frees the captives and in his chariot to Fore and permitted the water 
horse to the same river pool and said Do thou meet no one let no one meet thee hence 
for ever And God's name Féchin's were magnified thereby.1 

 
  

                                                             
1 Nicol Óg Life of St. Féchin of Fore- Phillips Library, Cheltenham 1328  



2 Period sugar practices 

2.1 Medieval sugar sculpture 
Subtleties, also called sotelties, were sculptural centerpieces made using sugar, marzipan, wax, or some 
other material. 2 These may have been constructed by molded or poured sugar, formed sugar around a 
base (wood, plaster, or other non food material, called an armature) using sugar paste or carved from 
blocks of sugar.3  Subtleties were not always edible, as they might be composed of wax, plaster, wood or 
metal.    
 
There have been many guesses about period sugar practices.  The medium is fragile and there are no 
extant pieces of period sugar.  Most sugar pieces on display in modern museums are reproductions 
based off of molds from the 18th century.   A lot of research in the field is based upon historical accounts 
of feasts, some extant recipes and many guesses about what is depicted in the few illustrations and 
woodcuts that do exist. 
 
It was not uncommon for the sugar artist to be a sculptor or come from the local apothecary.  For 
example, in 1574 a banquet was held to woo Henry III of France as he passed through Venice on the way 
to his coronation in France. The sculptures were based on designs by sculptor Jacopo Sansovino and 
executed by local apothecary Niccolo della Cavalliera.4  In late fifteenth century England, the official title 
of the King's apothecary was "Serjeant Confectioner". 5 

2.2 Known Construction Methodology 

2.2.1 Use of Armatures 
Armatures are an underlying, unseen, supporting component.  Any number of materials could be used, 
but were usually constructed of wood or metal. The larger the sculpture, the more likely an armature 
was used to support the weight of material used.6  One of the few pre 1600 references tells the user to 
create the armatures using paste board (a type of medieval cardboard, often found as a result of 
bookbinding) and course paste. These materials were then covered with close paste or sugar paste.  
 

Make the likeness of a Ship in Paste-board, with Flags and Streamers, the Guns 
belonging to it of Kickses, bind them about with packthread, and cover them with close 
paste proportionable to the fashion of a Cannon with Carriages, lay them in places 
convenient as you see them in Ships of war, with such holes and trains of powder that 
they may all take Fire;7 

 
In one 18th century German book, illustrations of metal wire and wooden armatures are depicted. It is 
noted that this was a conservative style of cookery - "incredibly old-fashioned".8 

                                                             
2 Natural History Museum of Sugar, Sugar Sculptures: The Early Years 
<http://www.sugarmuseum.org/ottoman.html> 
3 Mason, Laura Food Culture in Great Britain, 2004 
4 Krondl, Michael Sweet Invention: A History of Dessert 2011 
5 Richardson, Tim Sweets: A History of Candy 2002 
6 Coutts, Day, The Henry Moore Foundation < http://www.henry-moore-fdn.co.uk/docs/sugar_sculpture_0.pdf> 
7
 May, Robert The Accomplisht Cook "Triumphs and Trophies in Cookery, to be used at Festival Times, 

as Twelfth-day"  1588 
8 Hagger, Conrad Neues saltzburgisches Koch-Buch, 1719 Photograph by Elise Flemming, 2006  



  
 

2.2.2 Sugar paste 
Sugar paste is a sugar and tragacanth gum mixture. The gum gives the paste a pliable, clay like texture, 
which is good for shaping three dimensional objects. Its smooth texture makes it an ideal surface to 
paint and gild. 
 
The earliest printed recipe for gum-paste appeared in a book of secrets compiled by Girolamo Ruscelli, 
first published in Venice in 1552. It was later translated into other European languages.  The first English 
version of a sugar paste recipe was published in 1597. 
 

To make a paste of Suger, whereof a man may make al manner of fruits, and other fine 
thinges with their forme, as Plates, Dishes, Cuppes, and such like thinges, wherewith you 
may furnish a Table: Take Gumme and dragant as much as you wil, and steep it in 
Rosewater till it be mollified, and for foure ounces of suger take of it the bignes of a 
beane, the juyce of Lemons, a walnut shelful, and a little of the white of an eg. But you 
must first take the gumme, and beat it so much with a pestell in a brasen morter, till it 
become like water, then put to it the juyce with the white of an egge, incorporating al 
these wel together, this don take four ounces of fine white suger well beaten to powder, 
and cast it into ye morter by a little and little until they be turned into ye form of paste, 
then take it out of the said morter, and bray it upon the powder of suger, as it were 
meale or flower, untill it be like soft paste, to the end you may turn it, and fashion it 
which way you wil. When you have brought your paste to this fourme spread it abroad 
upon great or smal leaves as you shall thinke it good, and so shal you form or make what 
things you wil, as is aforesaid, with such fine knackes as may serve a Table taking heede 
there stand no hotte thing nigh it. 9 

                                                             
9 Dawson, Thomas Good Hus-wiues Iewell, part l  1597 



 

2.2.3 Boiled sugar 
Boiled sugar is a very old technique that can be traced back to the Arabic regions.  It is simple syrup 
created by dissolving sugar into water and then heating the sugar to a varying degree of “doneness”.  
Like the bread guilds of the medieval era, sugar distillation was a practiced art, rarely written down.  The 
art form of boiled sugar comes from how long to cook it, rather than what went into it.   
 
Jean Ribou was the first European to write down the different stages of sugar.  He described the degrees 
of sugar boiling: à lissé (smooth or thread), à perlé (pearled), à souflé (blown) à la plumé (feathered) à 
cassé (cracked) andà brulé orcaramel (caramel).10  These stages describe the different properties the 
sugar has as it raises in temperature.  For "cast" or "poured" sugar the medieval confectioner need to 
bring the sugar up to the cracked stage (sugar breaks easily when cooled). 
 
 
 
  

                                                             
10 Ribou, Jean Le cole Parfaite des Officiers de Bouche, Le Confiturier Royal 1662 



3 Construction 

3.1 Building the water horse 
This water horse sculpture is not intended to be eaten.  Therefore, I have not needed to address 
concerns about food safety in my construction techniques.  When building a structure it is important to 
know the limitations of various materials, and work to compensate for them. Sugar is a temperamental 
material, prone to many problems.  When added to an armature structure, these problems can be 
compounded.  
 
In selecting materials and recipes I considered the following: 

 Metal materials: can add significant weight, difficult/dangerous to work with, can rust, difficult 
to seal. 

 Paper, wood, and other plant based materials: absorbs water/moisture, will warp and rot if kept 
in moist conditions for too long. 

 Sugar: very porous, should be sealed, potential to crack, potential to “rehydrate” 
 
Taking all of the construction issues into account, and given the documentation that at least suggests 
the use of wire mesh armatures, I opted to build the underlying armature structure out of craft grade 
aluminum mesh.  Aluminum was selected for its ability to resist rusting.  Rusting was an issue because 
the armature was covered with paper maché/pasteboard and subjected to wet conditions for several 
days at a time.  The mesh is also very pliable and can be formed easily without the need for specialized 
tools.  The general shape was formed and bound with silk beading floss. 
 
Once the general shape of the water horse was created, the whole structure was covered in a non-toxic, 
100% white paper pulp.  I chose to use the paper pulp in order to keep the sculpture light and 
transportable.  Applying sugar directly to the metal frame would require a lot more sugar paste to be 
used. The mesh is “porous” and sugar did not adhere well.  Sugar would have to be pushed deeper into 
the structure and this would have added significant weight to armature. 
 
The clean white paper pulp does not have a binder and is “activated” with water. It is starch free, which 
means that it will be safe for people with starch/gluten allergies. It is white, so I can avoid any potential 
bleed through to the sugar. It does not have the heat/toxicity of plaster of Paris.  This material must be 
sized or the paper will leech the liquid out of the sugar too fast. It can also pull moisture from the 
environment. This will cause the sugar to crack and the armature to warp.  Both of these things would 
be catastrophic to the overall piece.   The armature is sealed with glare.   Between the wire mesh and 
the paper maché, the structure is very light and structurally sound.  Also if someone does attempt to eat 
the piece, all materials are non-toxic and not harmful to the consumer. 
 



    
 Once the armature was sealed, the sugar paste was applied.  
 
I have refined the sugar paste recipe so that it would work better for sculpture. It has a shorter “seep” 
time and a greater percentage of gum tragacanth, than recipes which would be used for confections.  
The paste is applied in thin layers.  First a layer of white was added to the armature.  This provided a 
base for the colored sugar paste to be applied.  Second, colored paste was added to create a base of 
color and to form the overall texture of the piece 
 

   
 
Finally pastry paint is applied directly to the sugar and is blended from fish green/yellow to horse black. 



 
After application to the armature, the sugar needs to be sealed as well. The most ideal for sealing the 
sugar is wax. Water is the bane of existence for sugar work.  Drying too fast will cause the piece to crack.  
Too much humidity and a piece that was rock hard will rehydrate and slump.  The wax is able to get into 
the porous surface and protect the piece against humidity.  

3.2 Building the river 
A “box” needed to be constructed to create the rest of the river structure.  Channels have been added 
to support the river surface and the river cut through.  Wood has been secured with wood screws and 
wood glue.  You can see the water horse supported into the base by a 1/4″ dowel.  This will eventually 
be covered by the river bottom. The illusion created is a “slice of river”.  This allows the viewer to peer 
through side of the river to see the transformation of the river horse from fish to horse.  

 
 
The river side “window” is achieved using poured sugar.  The poured sugar is the most temperamental 
part of the whole structure.  The river is essentially large pieces of lollipop/sugar candy.  In this region of 
the country, there is a small window of workability for boiled sugar. It cannot be poured early, because 
there is no way to seal it. It will be supported in the back by the 1/16” plywood across the “surface of 
the river” and a small L shaped channel of wood.  It will be braced in front by colored gum paste. 
Transportation of the river water is also problematic, as anything can happen.  This will be installed on 
site. 
 
The hole around the water horse will be filled by sugar paste. The back of the piece will be left open to 
illustrate what is going on behind the scene. The overall piece will be a visual experience from all angles.   
The right side of the piece will be used to display construction techniques, documentation and other 
things related to construction. 



 
 
  



4 Lessons Learned  

4.1 Water horse armature 
I covered the armature in paper maché/paste board.  I really disliked working with this material.  It is 
clumpy, doesn’t like sticking to the armature and takes days to dry.  The wet paper is very heavy on the 
metal mesh. I ended up putting the armature into the oven to dry. A gas stove creates a nice warm, dry 
environment which is ideal for drying paper.  Using this method for drying worked well.  The paper 
maché ultimately created light weight structure and bonded very tightly to the armature. For future 
larger scale armatures, I will probably either go with plaster strips or paper strips with a rice flour binder. 

4.2 Structure armature 
This was constructed with wood, screws and a little wood glue. The overall structure is very sturdy.  It 
will transport well.  The mismatched sides created a good divider between the piece and the 
accessories.  I can keep the whole project together, without occupying a tremendous amount of space. 
It was an unexpected space. 

4.3 Glair 
This was the one surprise element to the project.  This egg white mixture was a great sizing agent.  The 
paper was sealed against the moisture of the sugar.  The surface was still sufficiently tactile to allow the 
sugar to stick. 

4.4 Pastry paints 
Modern pastry paints create a slick shine to the surface of the sugar.  This is due to the nature of the 
paint itself and due to the sugar getting wet.   This particular paste recipe gets a little glassy in 
appearance when water has been applied.  It also gets sticky.  This combination requires a fair bit of 
drying time between layers of paint and the application of more sugar. 

4.5 Shellac 
Due to weather and humidity, the original plan for using wax as a sealant was not implemented. The 
poured sugar had started to absorb moisture from the  atmosphere and was getting tacky. Instead, the 
need to seal the piece quickly was a driving factor in product selection. I went with spray shellac for a 
finishing sealant.  As an added benefit, the shellac reacted with the poured sugar and re-hardened. 
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6 Appendix 1: Recipes 

6.1 Sugar paste- sculpting formula 
1 tbl tragacanth gum  
1 tbl corn syrup (optional) 
3 tbl warm water 
1 tbl rose water 
1 tbl lemon juice 
1 pound powdered sugar 
 
1. Mix warm water, rose water and corn syrup until dissolved.  
2. Add the gum and lemon juice and, after these ingredients are thoroughly mixed, add small amounts 
of powdered sugar until you can work the mixture with your hands.  
3. Continue adding small amounts of powdered sugar while kneading the mixture on a table top. As 
soon as the mixture is pliable and can be shaped without sticking to your fingers, you've added enough 
sugar (a pound or more) 

6.2 Boiled sugar- modern 11 
2 lbs sugar 
1 lb water (by weight not volume) 
6.5 oz corn syrup 
Coloring as desired 
 
1. Make sugar syrup with sugar, water and corn syrup 
2. Boil mixture to 255°F and add coloring 
3. Continue to boil to 350°F and remove from heat 
4. Pour into mold, until ¼” thick 

6.3 Glare- used as sizing12 
1. Whip egg whites until stiff peaks form 
2. Refrigerate covered overnight 
3. Drain liquid that has separated out from egg froth 
4. Discard egg froth, liquid is the glare. 
5. Store refrigerated.  

6.4 Beeswax- used as sealant 
1. Heat clean, filtered beeswax until just melted. 
2. Can be painted/rubbed directly on to sugar 

6.5 Paper maché13 
Tear clean paper into bits and add to water 
Cook paper and water until paper turns into a thick mush 
Strain to remove excess water 
Beat paper mush with a metal whisk until all the paper has become pulped 

                                                             
11

 Gisslen, Wayne Professional Baking 3
rd

 Edition 2001 
12 Massey, Robert Formulas for Painters 1967 
13 Davis Roth, Charlene Making Original Dolls of Composition, Bisque and Porcelain 1980 



Kneed starch paste into paper mush, until mixture resembles a claylike paste 

6.6 Starch paste14 
3 tablespoons of flour 
1/3 cup of cold water  
 
Mix ingredients to a smooth consistency  

                                                             
14 Davis Roth, Charlene Making Original Dolls of Composition, Bisque and Porcelain 1980 



7 Appendix 2:  Glossary 
 
Armature- is an underlying, unseen, supporting component usually of wood or metal. This 

structure would be covered by sugar paste. 
 
Binder- a substance used to “stick” two unlikely ingredients or materials together.  Often 

times this is a starch, gum or egg.  
 
Glare- a glaze or size made of egg white. 
 
Paper maché- is French for 'chewed paper'. It is a composite material consisting of paper pieces or 

pulp, often reinforced with textiles and bound with a starch. Paper pulp was a by-
product of the book binding industry.  Modern paper pulp can be purchased at any 
craft store or online.  

 
Paste board- a type of thin board made by pasting together sheets of paper. Pasteboard was a by-

product of the book binding industry.  The modern equivalent of pasteboard might be 
a heavy weight card stock or thin, non corrugated cardboard. 

 
Pastry powder- These are modern powdered, non-toxic paint colors used for decorating pastry.  These 

colors can be used dry and dabbed on with a dry brush or activated using alcohol to 
create a brushable paint.   Pearl paint or luster dust is a type of dry paint that has a 
luminescence to it that in period would have been achieved by grinding pearl into a 
paint mixture. 

 
Sizing-  any substance used to coat or fill the fibers of a support.  It protects an under lying 

layer from other layers that may cause damage or deterioration. 
 
Sugar paste- a moldable paste made from egg, water, lemon, white sugar and bound together by 

tragacanth gum. Sugar paste can be formulated for a variety purposes, including 
sculptural and edible. 

 
Tragacanth gum-   is a viscous, odorless, tasteless and water-soluble sap which is drained from the root 

of the plant and dried. These qualities make it an excellent binder. In period recipes, 
these qualities would be used to bind the rosewater and egg whites with the sugar.  
This gives sugar paste its elastic qualities.  Modernly, powdered tragacanth gum  can 
be purchased from specialty and online pastry vendors. 

 


